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Parasailing Excursions from Makadi

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every day 10 Minutes 13:00

When booking parasailing in Makadi you are not booking just a tour. You are simply purchasing a
unforgettable life experience. The beautiful beaches and waters of Red Sea, Makadi desert and
mountains views

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Transfers by air-conditioned bus.
Takeoff and land on the boat.
Highest flights 12-15 min flight
time.

Drinks.
Any extras not mentioned.
Picture taken while parasailing

Itinerary:

When booking parasailing in Makadi you are not booking just a tour. You are simply
purchasing a unforgettable life experience. The beautiful beaches and waters of Red Sea,
Makadi desert and mountains views you’ll catch from above.Up to 500 ft in the air and a full
12-15 min flight time. Then, sit back, relax and enjoy your flight – no training required. Our
friendly and experienced Captain and crew will do all the work to ensure your comfort and
safety. Fly single, double or triple. Up to 3 people at a time.

You are wearing a life-jacket and a harness. You leave from the back of the boat and come
back to the deck of the boat.Safety is our first concern, both captain and crew are CPR and
Advanced First Aid Certified. All Parasailing equipment is regularly inspected and certified.

We take high-quality, digital pictures of every parasailing flight and will show the pictures to
you when you get back. If you like them, you can purchase them for a extra fee.
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up time

You will be picked up from your hotel in Makadi ten Transfer to the
Boat Marina

2 :unforgettable life experience

Start  your Parasailing Trip experience by boat

 3:Back to your hotel

Drive back to your hotel from Makadi the Marina

Price:

  ($) 30 

  ( €) 28  

  (£) 26  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 
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 Book Now
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